Have you ever wanted a shirt or bag with the SPE logo?

SPE has made an agreement with Lands' End that gives members the opportunity to purchase merchandise with the SPE logo. A website established just for SPE allows you to select the style and color, then have the SPE, JPT, or energy4me logo added to your purchase. You can also purchase merchandise without a logo, if you prefer. The best part — a 10% discount on product and logo fees. [Logo setup charges have already been paid.] There is no minimum to buy. Order a single shirt for yourself if desired.

Select the item, color, and size and add it to your cart. You will then be asked which logo (SPE, JPT, or energy4me) and where it should be placed on the item. Then just complete the checkout process and pay with a credit card.

Shop online at [http://ces.landsend.com/SPE](http://ces.landsend.com/SPE)

Place your order online for shipment in the US.

For international orders, make your selections online and save your cart, then complete your order:

- By phone — 1.608.935.8397
- By fax — 1.608.937.5491
- By email — nationalsales2@landsend.com

[Taxes and applicable duties are paid by the recipient.]

SPE sections can have the section logo setup for use on merchandise as well. Information is available on the website.

Note: The website for ordering logo merchandise is operated by Lands' End, not SPE. If you have questions about merchandise on the site, ordering, or delivery questions, you will need to contact the Customer Service on the website. SPE's Customer Service will not be able to assist you.